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Austin Energy

10th largest community-owned electric utility

Over 100 years of service to the City of Austin

420 square miles of service area

Serves 315,000 residential and 40,000 commercial 
customers 

2,736 MW of generation from a mix of nuclear, coal, 
natural gas, fuel oil, wind, land-fill gas, solar



Austin Energy’s 
Commitment to the Future



Demonstrated Commitment
to Care of the Environment

1982 – Developed one of the most comprehensive energy efficiency 
programs

1991 – Developed first and largest Green Building Program

2000 – Created GreenChoice, the top performing renewable energy 
program in the nation 

2002 – First utility to connect a fuel cell to the electric grid in Texas

2004 – First utility in the world to develop a combined cooling, heating 
and power plant

2007 – Mayor of Austin establishes Climate Protection Plan- the most 
ambitious commitment by any City to fight global warming



Austin Energy’s 
Commitment to the Future

““It is my intention for Austin Energy to be part of the It is my intention for Austin Energy to be part of the 
new energy future and play an important and new energy future and play an important and 
significant role in defining it.significant role in defining it.””

- Juan Garza, Austin Energy General Manager

VisionVision - We want Austin to be the most    
livable community in the county.

MissionMission - To deliver clean, affordable, 
reliable energy and excellent     
customer service. 



Austin Energy’s 
Commitment to the Future

By 2020 
– Establish voluntary cap on greenhouse gas emissions

– 30% of energy supply from renewable resources

– 700 MW of load met through energy efficiency efforts

– 100 MW of Solar

Established photovoltaic rebate program with highest 
rebate level in the country

Support binding limits on national power sector CO2 
emissions



Recognition for Environmental 
Excellence

Ranked #1 in the country by the U.S. Department of Energy's 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory for most green power 
sales
Green Public Service Award from the U.S. Green Building Council 
for pioneering Green Building Program 
The U.S. Department of Energy’s Innovator Award recognizing 
Austin Energy’s leadership in conservation and renewable energy 
programs
Green Building Program of the Year Award by the National 
Association of Homebuilders















How did this threat to our Mission go unrecognized?

– Top management was not engaged – They Didn’t Ask.

– Top management was not aware of risks – We didn’t Tell.

How was this threat to our Mission discovered?  TCEQ 
mock audit results shared with General Manager.

Consistent level of commitment to Mission between 
traditional operations and innovative environmental 
programs



Getting Started

How to sell it!
What motivates sponsors and stakeholders 
Consultants
Software 



Communication

Create a place and time for employees to talk
Identify meetings where issues are discussed
Find out when and how work is prioritized
Situate advocates in the right places
Have shorter discussions, but  more often
Training and procedures
Include all business units sharing site



Root Cause 
Chemical Storage Example

2003 TCEQ Audit

Finding – Chemicals not 
labeled, stored improperly 
and containers leaking
Root Cause – No 
inspection/No accountability
Plant Response – Clean out 
chemical storage areas



Root Cause 
Chemical Storage Example

February 2006 Audit

Finding – Flammables in 
non-flammable cabinet, 
strong acids and bases stored 
together

Root Cause – No monitoring 
of chemical storage areas 
and no accountability



Root Cause 
Chemical Storage Example

Plant Response - Post 
signs instructing 
employees on what 
chemicals are allowed in 
storage areas



Root Cause 
Chemical Storage Example

August 2006 Audit

Finding – Aging corrosive 
chemical containers stored near 
flammable

Root Cause – 1) A clear 
product-to-waste policy not been 
established for site, 2) Aging 
chemical containers have the 
potential to leak, and 3) A clear 
policy on storing chemicals that 
possess multiple hazardous 
characteristics has not been 
established.



Root Cause 
Chemical Storage Example

August 2006 Audit

Corrective Plant Response

Determine where to store chemicals that are both flammable or 
corrosive and move to proper storage location

Inspect containers found during audit to determine cause and 
extent of corrosion

Add placards were added to the new cabinets



Root Cause 
Chemical Storage Example

August 2006 Audit

Preventative Plant Response

Create a procedure on when chemical products should be 
disposed and provide training to all Decker staff

Identify and document what storage areas various Plant 
Supervisors are responsible for

Create a procedure on how to store chemicals with multiple 
hazardous properties and provide training to all Decker staff

Include conformance to procedures to Environmental 
Coordinator's monthly inspection checklist.



Understand the Work Culture

Culture Change vs. Caring
How do employees do their work?
What are the employees’ concerns?
How do employees access information?
How does the facility identify and fix problems?
How do employees want to be recognized?
Bring in accountability and remove the blame



Integrate

Incorporate training on environmental tasks into OJT

Create Job Proficiencies Measures for environmental 
tasks

Incorporate environmental checks into Operators daily 
inspections

Re-evaluate preventative maintenance (PM’s) and 
reinstate PM’s on critical equipment

Monthly site safety inspection became safety and 
environmental inspection



Align People with Their Passion

Difficult to change people
People will do best at what they enjoy the most
Discover hidden talents
Environmental Section Restructuring





Setting Environmental 
Improvement Goals

Re-evaluate aspects with focus on non-routine 
activities and emergencies

Identify Significant Aspects and those that:

– Have potential related cost saving goals

– Are a measure of behavioral improvements at site

– Have extraordinary value to the community

Negotiate goals with TCEQ and EPA



Setting Environmental 
Improvement Goals

Two past goals and four future goals for Leader Level

One past goal and two future goals for Lone Star Level

Choose from the Environmental Performance Table in 
Appendix A (Note-Spill Reduction is gone)

Quantifiable using units from Environmental 
Performance Table

Beyond what is required by law at time of application

Goals must represent measurements facility-wide



Setting Environmental 
Improvement Goals

Related to significant aspects, but it’s not required 

Future goals cover a three-year period with annual 
targets

No more than two goals can be selected from same 
category

One project can achieve more than one goal

Goals can be a result of on-going projects related to 
past goals

Allowed to normalize goals based on output



Material Use Goal

Can be used when material at facility is used in 
equipment and not consumed (examples: PCBs in 
electrical equipment, asbestos insulation)

Can be used when removing historical contamination 
beyond what is required by law

Hazardous Material is not based on existing regulatory 
definitions for term “Hazardous”

Does not include reduction in storage capacity



Water Use Goal

When switching sources for water at facility

– Cannot count reduction of original source of water.  
For example, switching from use of City potable 
water to river water treated on-site

– Consider Energy Use associated with water 
treatment or Material Use related to chemical 
treatment of water instead



Air Emission Goal

For greenhouse gas emissions:

– Must report direct, indirect and off-sets

– Reductions may derive from reduced energy use, reduced 
process related emissions, and increased off-sets

– Consider Energy Use goal if decrease due solely to reduced 
energy use

For fleet related air emissions, must count all fleet 
emissions (gas and diesel fueled vehicles)



Waste Goal

Must report management method

Commitment can be to reduce the amount generated, to 
switch to environmentally preferable management 
method or both.  

If only switching to environmentally preferable 
management method, total waste quantity cannot 
increase.



Waste Goal

Restriction for counting wastewater refers to discharges 
from NPDES outfalls

Hazardous Waste Generation is not based on the 
RCRA definition for “Hazardous” (for example, PCBs 
and asbestos are hazardous, but not RCRA Hazardous 
Waste).
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